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The thrilling finale of Rose & Caleb&apos;s series!Thanks to Mona&apos;s discovery, the residents

of The Shade finally understand their enemies&apos; ultimate weakness.But this knowledge will

soon be worthless if they lose the race against the black witches.Starting out on what seems like an

impossible journey, the Novaks and their closest companions must solve the mystery that is

Magnus... and hope to not lose themselves in the process.Twists, turns, danger and secrets. Are

you ready for an epic return to The Shade?Â Â Buy now!*BEWARE OF SPOILERS IN THE

REVIEWS BELOW that are without spoilers alerts!*
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Book 16 . . . I have no way of explaining how absolutely all-encompassing and insanely wonderful

this book was. It has definitely become one of my favorites in the series. A few highlights (without

giving away too much):- I learned that evil souls CAN actually give and receive true love (not that it

changes how much I DESPISE those evil souls) . . .- Kiev . Is. AWESOME.- It was so wonderful to

see Caleb and Roseâ€™s story come full circle (but I wonâ€™t tell you how it ends!) ï•Š- Kiev. Is.



AWESOME.- A good deed done for even your worst enemy can come back around in a good way.-

Kiev. Is. AWESOME.- When a family stands together, there is nothing they canâ€™t accomplish!-

Kiev. Is. AWESOME.- Just because youâ€™re dead doesnâ€™t mean your story ends (just hoping

that when it DOES end, itâ€™s on a good note and not a bad one).- Oh! And did I mention â€“ KIEV

IS AWESOME! HAHAHA!Iâ€™ve actually gone back and read this book twice already. It was so full

of action, love, passion . . . everything that makes a reader want to dive headfirst into this world

called the Shade. I canâ€™t wait to see where Bella takes us next â€“ Book 17 or BUST!

Bella has yet again outdone herself with An End of Night. Once I started this book I could not stop.

Bella has an incredible way of taking her readers captive and not letting them go. All I know is that

the women of the Shade are a force to be reckoned with. Mona kicked some major booty in this

book and Rose was close to follow. To say that they are unstoppable would be an understatement.

Even though I am sad that Rose and Caleb's story came "to a close" it couldn't have been more

perfect! I say this every time but Bella has outdone herself. I cannot wait to see what's in store with

Ben's story because of the BOMB that was so dropped on us at the end of A Shade of Vampire 16.

As always, I highly highly recommend not only this book but the entire series.

What a RIDE!!!An End of Night is a rollercoaster of adventure! The story leads us back to exciting

past places of old as our beloved characters are lead on a wild goose chase for answers. Feelings

of sorrow, passion, betrayal, loyalty, anger, compassion, friendship, and love are just some of the

emotions that you will be feeling chapter after chapter! It is a great conclusion to our heroic lovebirds

and ends with a surprise plot twist that will knock your socks off!

I loved "A Shade of Vampire 16". I loved the fact that Caleb and Rose FINALLY tied the knot. I

wished there was more on Ben and his story. And I'm sorry to say, but I really wanted to hear more

about the dragons. How they made out with their new mates. Hope there's a book highlighting their

story more in detail. But this book was as great as all the rest. It's funny how evil things were in the

beginning. With the Elders, and the Vampires. How they treated the humans. As each new book

came out, the events kept getting toned down more and more. I wanted a little bit more of that

excitement. Yes the black witches were dark and did horrible things to the humans, but that was

about it. That and the mermaid people being horribly ugly and attacking and killing outsiders.

Anyways, read the whole series. From the first book to the sixteenth book. Its very exciting and

keeps you on the edge of your seat. You always want more and more. Never wanting the story to



finish. A++++

Well, Bella has done it again, another fantastic book. The action is back as we conclude the story of

rose and Caleb but buckle up because Bella is going to take you on a ride of your life. The secrets

of Lillith and Magnus come to light, and the black witches meet their match,Just as you think you

can breathe again, Bella takes you on another journey that leaves you wanting more. No matter how

many books she writes I will never stop because they are that good. Love you Bella!

Many of our characters are seeing ghosts from their past in this book! With time slipping away from

them in their quest for power, Rhys and the black witches are desperate to perform the ritual that

will give them the power to rule all of the supernatural realms. But Mona has figured out Lilith, and

they have formulated a plan to thwart Rhys and his followers' plan to rise to power. But it is such an

impossible task, how could they possible succeed? Caleb and Rose are now engaged, but the

Shade is still in turmoil so their joy over the announcement is placed on the back burner until they

can ensure the safety of everyone in all of the supernatural realms. I couldn't be happier with the

ending to Caleb and Rose's story and the outcome of the Shade and its inhabitants after the very

trying time they have endured since the twins left for Scotland! We finally get another inside look at

Ben and where he is now and what is to come, as he is also faced with some ghosts from the past.

I have followed this story since the beginning and have loved every single one of the books. They

just keep getting better each time. This story works because of the love each one of them has for

each other, they work together against a common enemy, the black witches. What they need to do

when it comes to Lilith is going to be the hardest thing they have ever done. What will happen to the

black witches once they can actually kill Lilith? Will they succeed in killing her or will it fail? Read the

book to find out. This was a great story and cannot wait to read the next one.
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